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Abstract-IBASPM software is an atlas-based method for
automatic segmentation of brain structures, available as a
freeware toolbox for the SPM package. To test the influence of
the atlas when segmenting normal and pathologic brains, manual
segmentation of the caudate nucleus head was compared to
automatic segmentations using four different atlases: the default
MNI AAL atlas; a customized atlas created from a combined
sample of patients (n=20) and controls (n=18); and a customized
atlas obtained separately for each group. Maximum average
ratio of overlapping voxels (dice overlap) between manual and
automatic segmentation was 71 o~ for controls and 52% for
patients. In both groups, overlap ratios were better when using
the customized atlases, instead of the standard MNI AAL atlas.
Accuracy of the method was biased between left and right
hemispheres, and also between groups, individual variability
being higher in patients than in controls. Volumetric
measurements using the customized atlases were also more
accurate than using the MNI AAL atlas. Volume data were closer
to manual segmentation values than dice overlap ratio (average
differences ranging from 22.7°~ for MNI AAL atlas to 10.1 % for
customized atlas of patients and controls combined). Results
suggests a low overaU performance of IBASPM as an automatic
segmentation method for the head of the caudate nucleus.
Because of the biases observed, the use of this method for
analyzing caudate nucleus in patients presenting anatomical
abnormalities should be cautiously carried out.

I.

INTRODUCTION

of brain structures is an essential step for
morphometric analysis in psychiatric and neurological
disorders. A variety of methods have been recently developed
for segmenting regions of interest from magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) brain studies, such as edge or region detection,
active shape models or snakes [1]. The Individual Brain Atlas
using Statistical Parametric Mapping (IBASPM; Cuban
Neuroscience Center) software [2] utilizes an atlas registration
approach and has the advantage of being easily available as a
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freeware toolbox for the SPM package, a widely used tool in
neuroimaging research.
The IBASPM segmentation process is based on the
registration of the MRl brain image to an anatomical template
labeled with an anatomical atlas. The resulting transformation
is reversed to map the atlas structures to the original brain
geometry, thus enabling morphometric quantification. This
step is performed on the gray matter segmented from the
individual images using SPM segmentation.
This toolkit allows selecting both the anatomical template
used for registration and the atlas used as a template for
segmentation. Customized atlases can also be created
following the IBASPM procedure, upon a specific group of
labeled brains by estimating the likelihood of each structure
[2].
The Cuban Neuroscience Center validated its segmentation
with real datasets of healthy brains, based on volumetric
measurements [2] and using default parameters: ICBM 152 T1
registration template in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNl)
and its corresponding labeled atlas MNI AAL [4]. This
validation found variable results depending on the structure,
as compared to ANIMAL+INSECT atlas-based segmentation
(average difference. of about 11.3% for hippocampus and
41.2% for precentral sulcus)[3].
A recent work [5] compared a manual segmentation and
two different approaches for automatic segmentation, IBASPM
and the probabilistic-based automatic labeling FreeSurfer,
using patients with chronic major depressive disorder and
healthy subjects also with default parameters. Although
hippocampal atrophy was detected in patients with the
automatic method, the authors pointed out that manual
hippocampal segmentation is still the gold standard and
automatic processes need to be improved.
A major problem of atlas-based automatic segmentation
techniques of pathologic brains derives from the spatial
normalization to a template representing normal healthy
brains, that can yield inaccurate results because of possible
anatomical deviations from normality [6]. Besides, the MNI
AAL atlas is based on a single subject, showing more
anatomical detail but less inter-subject variability. The issue of
template selection was studied in [7], where ten different pairs
of templates (registration and atlas) were compared. The study
concluded that volumetric estimations were more reliable if a
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specific pair for each subject was used instead of a single one
for all subj ects.
The purpose of our work was to test the accuracy of
IBASPM for the segmentation of the head of the caudate
nuclei in brains showing anatomical abnormalities affecting
the size, shape and position of this structure. To test the
impact of the atlas we compared against a manual
segmentation the results provided by four different atlases:
the MNI AAL; a customized atlas from the combined sample
of patients and controls; and a customized atlas specific for
each group. A sample of schizophrenic patients and a matched
group of controls were included in the study.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. IBASPM
IBASPM relies on SPM routines for normalization
(registration) and gray matter segmentation. We used SPM2
and
the
toolbox
IBASPM
downloaded
from
http://www.thomaskoenig.ch/Lester/ibaspm.htmin March
2007. Apart from the choice of the reference atlas, default
parameters were selected in both IBASPM and SPM.

B. Subjects
The sample included 20 schizophrenic subjects (13 males)
and 18 healthy controls (10 males). Mean age was 36.5
(SD=12.3) and 33.7 (SD=9.4), respectively, for patients and
controls. The schizophrenic patients were diagnosed
according to DSM-IV criteria, confirmed by a semistructured
interview. They were chronic patients of poor medical
prognosis and thus likely to show structural alterations due to
the disease. See Reig et al [6] for further details.

III.

RESULTS

Fig. 1 show an example of the results of the automatic
segmentation compared to manual tracing in a patient (dice
overlap ratio = 50%).

SAGITTAL VIEW

CORONAL VIEW

AxIAL VIEW

Fig. 1. Example of overlapping and non-overlapping pixels in a patient
subject using MN! AAL atlas. Red: automatic segmentation (non-overlapping
voxels); purple: overlapping voxels; green: manual segmentation (nonoverlapping voxels). Images are in radiological convention: Left of the image is
subject's right.
TABLE I
OVERLAP VALVES BETWEEN AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL SEGMENTATION IN THE
LEFT AND RIGHT CAUDATE NUCLEUS HEAD OF PATIENTS AND CONTROLS,
USING FOUR DIFFERENT REFERENCE ATLASES (SD, STANDARD DEVIAnON)

Mean

SD

Atlases
All subjects Only Controls
Mean SD
Mean SD

0.67

0.04

0.70* 0.04

0.71*

0.03

0.71 *

0.03

0.53

0.09

0.56* 0.08

0.58*

0.08

0.58*

0.08

0.48

0.21

0.51* 0.20

0.52* 0.21

0.52*

0.21

0.36

0.17

0.38* 0.18

0.39*

0.39*

0.18

MNfAAL

Controls
(RCAUD)
Controls
(LCAUD)
Patients
(RCAUD)
Patients
(LCAUD)

0.18

Only Patients
Mean SD

C. MRI acquisition

MRI studies were acquired on a Philips Gyroscan 1.5T
scanner using a gradient echo Tl-weighted 3D sequence with
the following parameters: matrix size 256x256, pixel size
O.9xO.9 mm, slice thickness 1.1 mm, flip angle 300 and echo
time 4.6 ms.

D. Manual Segmentation
Segmentation of the caudate nuclei head was performed by
manual tracing, following the protocol described in Arango et
al [8]. A single operator performed the manual segmentation,
thus avoiding inter-rater variability [6], [8] to facilitate
comparisons.
E. Evaluation
Spatial correspondence between automatic and manual
segmentation was calculated by dice overlap ratio, defined as
the ratio of overlapping voxels to the total count of segmented
voxels (automatic and manual segmentations combined).
Volume measurements were also obtained for each subject
for comparison, considering manual segmentation as the gold
standard.

(LCaud) Left Caudate Nucleus Head
(RCaud) Right Caudate Nucleus Head
*p-value < 0.01 (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test between each customized
atlas and the MNf AAL atlas results).

Maximum average ratio of overlapping voxels (dice
overlap) between manual and automatic segmentation was
71 % for controls and 52% for patients (Table I). The ratios
were lower using the standard MNI AAL atlas, and higher with
the customized atlases. Dice overlap ratios show a high
individual variability, much larger in patients than in controls.
A group bias in the segmentation results was observed,
yielding better results for controls than for patients. There is
also a left-right bias, with better results in the right side than
in the left one.
Table II shows the manual and automatic volume
measurements of segmented structures (mean and standard
deviation). Automatic segmentation volumes are closer to
manual ones than dice overlap ratio (average differences
ranged from 22.7% for MNI AAL atlas to 10.1 % for
customized atlas using the combined sample of patients and
controls). The atlas derived from the combined sample of
patients and controls applied to right caudate nucleus head
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provided the minimum difference of volumetric means (3.44
cm3 for manual segmentation and 3.43 cm3 for that
customized atlas) although the corresponding dice overlap
ratio mean did not reach 80%. Average volume measurements
using the customized atlases were also more accurate than
using the MNI AAL atlas, observing similar biases as well.
TABLE II
VOLUME (CM3 ) OF LEFT AND RIGHT CAUDATE NUCLEUS HEAD WITH MANUAL
SEGMENTATION AND AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION USING FOUR DIFFERENT
REFERENCE ATLASES (SD, STANDARD DEVIATION)

Controls
(RCAUD)
Controls
(LCAUD)
Patients
(RCAUD)
Patients
(LCAUD)

parameters which depend on brain region are studied as in
PET images.
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